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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization has established the following controls matrix:
The following control sets have been defined by the organization and are applied in
aggregatefashion:
* Systems containing PII are protected with the minimum control set.
* Systems containing medical data are protected at the moderate level.
* Systems containing cardholder data are protected at the high level.
The organization is preparing to deploya system that protects the confidentially of a database
containing PII and medical data from clients. Based on the controls classification, which of the
following controls would BEST meet these requirements?
A. Peer review of all application changes, static analysis of application code, UPS, and
penetration testing of the complete system.
B. Intrusion detection capabilities, network-based IPS, generator, and context-based
authentication.
C. Proximity card access to the server room, context-based authentication, UPS, and full-disk
encryption for the database server.
D. Cipher lock on the server room door, FDE, surge protector, and static analysis of all
application code.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the vi editor, how can commands such as moving the cursor or copying lines into the buffer
be issued multiple times or applied to multiple rows?
A. By selecting all affected lines using the shift and cursor keys before applying the command.
B. By issuing a command such as :set repetition=4 which repeats every
subsequentcommand 4 times.
C. By using the command :repeat followed by the number and the command.
D. By specifying the number right in front of a command such as 4l or 2yj.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Regard to server load balancing technology, the commands executed on the firewall and the
output obtained are as follows:
Which is correct about the following statement?
A. The load balancing strategy use weighted polling algorithm.
B. The load balancing policy enables the service health check function. The detection packets
are TCP packets.
C. The load balancing strategy use weighted minimum connection algorithm.
D. The real servers of the load balancing strategy are all forced unavailable.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option A
Answer: C
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